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Between 1960 and 1990 crime rates in the United States increased
dramatically: murder rates rose from 5.0 to 9.4 per 100,000; aggravated assaults
increased from 85 to 424 per 100,000; and auto theft was up from 182 to 658 per
100,000.1 The response to this upsurge has been increased law enforcement
activity, with the incarceration rate more than doubling.2 Has this policy been the
correct response? Are there policy alternatives that have not been adequately
pursued? The "bricks-and-sticks" approach to crime ignores the possibility that
changing community attitudes toward crime and law enforcement play a role in
the current crime wave and that the proper response must involve a conscious
attempt to alter those values. This essay focuses on the role of community
values in controlling crime. Community cooperation with local police is essential
to law enforcement. Community members decide to cooperate either with the
police—since the criminals have violated their values—or with the criminals, if the
legal authorities represent an untrusted, alien culture, and the criminals are
capable of nasty reprisals. Two conclusions follow from our analysis of the role of
community values in deterring crime. First, we stress that manipulation of social
values is as important in the control of crime as harsh punishments and high
public expenditures for police. Second, we argue that these traditional
approaches to crime control may prove counterproductive in the long run if they
undermine community values.
The bricks-and-sticks approach to crime and punishment stems naturally
from the economic theory of crime developed by Gary Becker. Becker's seminal
article3 provides a framework for answering basic questions: how many
resources should be devoted to law enforcement? What should be the form and
severity of punishments? How much crime will occur? To answer these
questions, Becker developed what later became known as a principal-agent
model to characterize criminal activity. The principal-agent approach has proved
a productive way of understanding outcomes in a number of relationships in
which one person or group (the principal) sets incentives to which another person
or group (the agent) responds. Some examples are manager as principal/worker
as agent; share-holder as principal/CEO as agent; voter as
principal/congressman as agent; there are many others. In crime, the agent is the
criminal, whose offenses are an optimal response to the incentives set by the
government—the principal. The government determines the penalties imposed
on offenders who are apprehended, and the intensity of the law enforcement
effort determines the probability of apprehension.
In crime and punishment, as in all other situations involving principals and
agents, the outcome depends on who knows what about whom. Becker's
analysis implicitly assumes that police detect criminal activity with a probability
dependent on law enforcement effort or "monitoring expenditures" for short.

However, in reality, police do not operate in a vacuum; in solving crimes they rely
greatly on tips from civilian observers. In fact, the major deterrent to crime is not
an active police presence but rather the presence of knowledgeable civilians,
prepared to report crimes and cooperate in police investigations. As Jane Jacobs
has emphasized, crowded city streets are safe city streets, because busy streets
are full of observers.4 This chapter focuses on the fact that crime occurs in a
social setting where the incentive of community members to cooperate with the
police depends on the behavior of the criminals, and criminals in turn act so that
community members will not reveal what they know. Thus, the principal-agent
relationship between government and criminal is complicated by the presence of
a third party—the community. We build a model that we use to analyze the
implications of these interactions for the level of crime and policies to control it.
Becker assumes that criminals take the odds of detection as determined
by factors outside their control, such as the monitoring effort of law enforcement
officials. In contrast, we assume that criminals know that the chance of being
detected depends both on law enforcement monitoring and on the behavior of
the community— and that they can influence the community. This logic has little
impact on isolated criminals, who know that their individual behavior has little
effect on the community one way or another. But for youth gangs (or organized
crime) the interaction is more important. These groups control territory and the
openly committed crime within their neighborhoods. They thus have an incentive
to control their activity in order to dissuade community members from
cooperating with the police. Our focus, therefore, is on gangs, whose members
are responsible for a substantial share of inner-city crime, and who manipulate
their community's willingness to report crime to their own advantage.
We describe a scenario, increasingly common in American inner cities, in
which crime is limited primarily by the (rational) reluctance of gang members to
alienate their communities: the police lack control in the sense that community
members are unwilling to cooperate. Nevertheless, monitoring and penalties
have an indirect effect on crime. Our model points to the necessity for strong
community norms against crime. Indeed, we show that in the absence of
sufficiently strong norms, there is the frightening possibility that crime will
increase indefinitely. This result will occur if community tolerance for local crime
rises and community cooperation with the police erodes as the level of crime in
society at large rises. Our entire approach thus emphasizes the role of
community norms and the legitimacy of the judicial system.
The discretionary role of outside observers in offering or withholding
cooperation from the "principal" has been described in similar contexts. Gerald
Mars gives numerous examples of "fiddles" with a large number of observers.5
For example, Newfoundland dockers cause "accidents," which spill out the
contents of containers. The workers appropriate the goods, while the
supervisors, who share in the loot, look on. More generally. Jean Tirole shows
how coalitions among agents and informed observers, supported by side

payments, may arise in an organization to manipulate the information received by
the principal.6 We develop a model with a similar coalition between gangs and
the community to conceal information from the police. The community conceals
information to avoid retaliation and because they are more sympathetic to the
gangs than to the police. The gang "bribes" the community by limiting the scope
of violence and protecting the community from outside gangs. The willingness of
local residents to reveal information to the police, we shall argue, depends partly
on the behavior of the local gang but importantly also on the legitimacy of the
police in the community.7
We begin by describing the behavioral building blocks of the model: the
motives of gangs, members of the community, and the government. We then
formalize this discussion and describe the possible outcomes in the short run, in
which norms and values are fixed. Finally, we discuss long-run outcomes in
which norms and values are shaped by past history and the determination of a
gang8s size and territory. An appendix presents the mathematical details of the
model.

The Protagonists: Gangs, Community, Government
The level of criminal activity in the inner city is determined by the
interactions among three groups: gangs, community members, and police. The
behavior of each of these groups will be described in turn.
Gangs
Territorial control is the defining aspect of gang organization. Indeed in the
Midwest gangs (or groups of gangs) commonly refer to themselves as "nations."
Thus the Vice Lord Nation controls a whole area of Chicago. R. Lincoln Keiser
gives a precise description of what it means to control territory: Vice Lord territory
is that part of Chicago where Vice Lords but not members of other clubs are
relatively free from attack.8
Fighting is central to gang life because of its role in maintaining territorial
control. Its importance is evident, for example, in initiation rights. In Los Angeles
barrios, gangs commonly require initiates to fight a group of gang members for a
long count of 30. Moderately serious injuries—a broken nose or a dislocated
jaw—are common. The analogy between gangs and countries is more than
superficial: like countries, gangs have leaders, and governments with both
civilian and military wings. The civil authority typically includes a president,
treasurer, and secretary; the military authority is typically headed by a so-called
warlord.
Gangs typically control the trade in drugs, protection, and numbers in their
territory. Gangs are aware of activities that occur in their domain and use their
fighting power to ensure that no open activities occur without their tacit consent.

Outside gangs cannot freely enter (except for occasional raids). Gangs use this
power to extract as much money as possible through the conduct of crime.
Our model of gang behavior is analogous to economic historian Douglass
North's theory of feudal governments as rent-seeking monopolists.9 North and
Mancur Olson view feudal lords as monopolists who maximize their income by
choosing the "tax rate" that maximizes their revenues. Such high tax rates
considerably distort economic activity. Gangs will also try to maximize their
revenues, but their control will be even more economically destructive: while a
feudal lord must at least be concerned about his ability to extract revenues over
the long run, because of high turnover in leadership and a lack of legitimacy,
gangs will choose behavior reflecting little concern for adverse long-run effects
on inner-city business.
The most important constraint on the criminal activities of gangs comes
from the police power of the larger society outside its territory and the attitudes of
local residents toward cooperation with the police. Local residents are quite
aware of the economic dealings of the gangs in their neighborhood, since such
activities as drug dealing require some degree of openness; buyers and sellers
must be aware of the locations and times at which trades can take place. If the
residents of poor neighborhoods cooperate with the police, then the police can
exact penalties on the gangs. This constraint dictates the gang’s strategy: they
can pursue their activities only up to the point at which the neighborhood
threatens to cooperate with the police rather than with the gang.
Martin Sanchez Jankowski provides evidence that fear of community
retaliation constrains gang operations. His evidence comes from many sources:
statements by members of the community (who fail to reveal to the authorities
what they know about the gangs), by the police, by community workers, and also
gang members themselves. The statement of Duck, a Los Angeles teenager is
illustrative, showing the restraints placed by one Hispanic gang on its dealing
with the community:
When I was younger I was selling pills to young kids at school. You know,
kids in grade school. Well, the parents found out about it and complained
to some of the leaders [gang leaders]. Hey, at the time, I was young and
thought I could do anything I wanted, I also thought that the gang would let
you do what you wanted, so a couple of days later I peddled some more
pills to these kids. Then at the next meeting they [the gang] really beat me
up, I mean they really took me apart. I couldn’t do anything for two weeks. I
even had blood in my piss from getting kicked in the kidneys… but I got the
message, and I stopped… I didn’t like getting it at the time, but now I
understand that if you [the gang] ain’t got the community with you it’s just a
matter of time before you got to close up shop. It’s crazy, but I just voted
the other day to punish some homey for screwing up with the community. 10

Other factors may also constrain the rent-seeking behavior of gangs: in the
barrios of Los Angeles, gang behavior is possibly tempered by the large family
sizes of the barrios, so that gang members are likely to be related by blood or
marriage, if not by friendship, to large numbers of the other barrio residents.
Some criminologists have concluded that gangs are not important in
crimes such as drug dealing because drug dealing is not recorded in police
records ad gang-related activity.11 Nevertheless there is certainly heavy
involvement- in drug dealing by gang members. Jerry Sarnecki found that the
thirty-five most delinquent juveniles in a Swedish community were linked by gang
membership.12 A significant fraction of other offenders in this community (30
percent) had been accomplices of the same thirty-five juveniles. Thus while many
offenses are committed by individuals or small groups in underclass
neighborhoods, the gang is a very important node in the networks of many
people who undertake crimes.
Our model of gangs emphasizes their pursuit of economic gain and
rationality. This view coincides with that of Sanchez Jankowski. However, other
observers (for example, James Vigil, John Hagedorn, and Leon Bing) emphasize
the importance of noneconomic motives for gang membership and the
irrationality of aspects of gang behavior.13 According to all accounts, gang
members spend considerable time hanging out together, which involves verbal
sparring, recreational sports, and social activities. Crime is less than a full-time
activity. Moreover, not all gang violence is undertaken as a rational defense of
territory for economic gain. Raids into foreign territory are sometimes undertaken
simply for fun. Such observations, however, do not contradict the premises of our
model. An unusual taste for fun does not imply a lack of economic motivation.
There is as much reason that a person whose thrill comes from a driveby
shootout will take the opportunity to earn a buck as someone whose pleasure
comes from Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
Recent ethnographies furthermore reveal an increase in the economic
motivation for gang membership. This change has been associated with an
increase in the age of gang members, and greater violence.14 Jerome Skolnick's
interviews of California inmates in 1988 and 1989 showed the rising importance
of the gang as a business. In the words of one informant: "[Being a gang
member] is just an easier way to get in Ito drug dealing]. It's like if you going to
get a job and you have a high school diploma. If you don't have one you
ain't goin' to get the job.”15
Lest there be any doubt about the role of gangs in drug dealing, and in
community relations, an exception proves the rule. Terry Williams's careful
five-year study of a teenage drug ring in the Fort Washington area of New York
does not once mention the role of gangs.16 Does this remarkable omission imply
that drug dealing is just done by independent agents? The answer to this
question is supplied by Richard Neely.17 The Fort Washington area reportedly is
controlled by big-time drug traders, who are the gang leaders in this

neighborhood. Not only do the big-time dealers control the sale of drugs (as can
be seen in Williams's account) but they also use their armed power and inside
knowledge to curb other crimes, as we have argued above. According to Neely,
"The ordinary law-abiding residents tolerated (the drug dealers) faute de mieux,
because (they) protected the neighborhood."
The Community
Gangs live and work within communities whose members are well aware
of their activities. Nonworking welfare mothers stay at home and observe what
occurs on their streets. Through a network of contacts, their children are also
aware of gang activity. Alex Kotlowitz's vivid account of three years in the life of a
typical family (the Rivers family) in a crime-ridden Chicago public housing project
(the Henry Horner homes) illustrates how much people know and how the
information is acquired.18 It also illustrates the motivations for and against
revealing this information to the police.
It is easy to compile a long list of unreported incidents in the Rivers's
apartment complex that, in a middle-class area, invariably would have been
reported to the police: for example, there were frequent gang shoot-ups in which
bullets entered apartments; a hole had been dug through one wall as part of an
escape route that would be secret to the police but to no one in the complex;
vacant apartments were used as a gang clubhouse; and street dealing was
visible to all residents.
Two opposing motives vie with each other in determining the cooperation
of the significant fraction of community residents with middle-class aspirations.19
On the one hand, and most predominantly, residents fear retaliation if they are
detected revealing information to the police. On the other hand, there is
considerable hatred of the gangs and their drug dealing, even on the part of
some addicts. In the most gang-dominated neighborhoods fear typically
predominates. Again, the Rivers family is illustrative: a friend of LoJoe Rivers (the
mother) was observed tearing up the sheet of paper on which she had outlined a
recent gang shoot-up for fear of potential retaliation; residents of the Henry
Horner homes did not use the 911 emergency number for fear that police would
show up at their doorstep.
It might be thought that the fear of retaliation is so dominant that residents
would never cooperate. This view is incorrect, however, because in some
instances tipsters have a high probability of anonymity—partly because so many
people are aware of local criminal acts. And, as Sanchez Jankowski and other
ethnographers demonstrate, gang members who are apprehended have a high
probability of going to jail. Thus, the benefits of tipping off the police may more
than compensate the costs of possible retaliation. The fate of the local gang
leader in the Henry Horner homes gives a good illustration. The local gang was
the Conservative Vice Lords (one wing of the Vice Lord nation) and the

well-known leader was Henry Lee. While the residents of Henry Horner homes
were in great fear of him, and of the retaliation of his gang on an informer, the
police did use an anonymous tip that he was in possession of unlicensed
weapons. They raided his apartment with a warrant, found not only the weapons
but a considerable stash of drugs, and he received a jail sentence of thirty years.
While the primary motives for and against cooperation with the police by
members of the community are hatred of the gangs and fear of retaliation, other
secondary motives are also important. First, there is some sympathy for the
gangs because of their positive contributions to the community. Since the gangs
live in the neighborhood they have an opportunity to show their human side.
Thus they curb the selling of drugs to young children; they prevent undesirable
outsiders from coming into the neighborhood; and on occasion they use their
armed power or their money to support neighborhood functions. For example, in
Chicago the gang leaders throw an annual bash in one of the parks. The Players'
Picnic features free food and entertainment including games and a jazz band for
dancing. The police direct the crowds and traffic with a curfew at ten o'clock, the
normal curfew hour for events in Chicago's public parks.
The attitude of community residents toward the police is an important
additional influence on their willingness to cooperate. More frequently than not,
community residents view the police as another outside, potentially hostile gang:
their procedures are often unfair and punishments do not always fit the crimes.
The substantial number of false accusations and arrests by the police reinforce
this attitude. Again, the experience of the Rivers family is illustrative. Over the
course of three years, one son was sent to prison for a crime he did not commit
(although he had committed probably hundreds like it). Another son was roughed
up by the police on one occasion and convicted in juvenile court for running from
the scene of a crime (theft of a radio) where he had been an innocent passerby.
A friend of the family's with no involvement in crime was shot dead while running
away from detectives who were looking for a suspect who, unfortuitously, had the
same first name. Although part of the problem is simply police not doing their job
well, one must also recognize the difficulty of their job well, one most also
recognize the difficulty of their job. In underclass neighborhoods, as protection,
youth with middle-class aspirations camouflage20 those values, so they are not
prey to the gangs. Police find it difficult to distinguish those who are gang
members from those who are affecting gang dress and behavior as protective
camouflage." Because of their own violence and error, the police are viewed far
more ambiguously in the ghetto than in middle- and upper-class communities.
In the following pages the members of the community who are potential
informers will be modeled as "representative agents," all with identical
preferences. This use of a representative agent is a common device among
economists when they wish to look at an entire group—like consumers or
firms—without emphasizing individual characteristics. This tactic involves two
simplifications of reality. First, because all representative agents are alike, the

diversity in the community is understated. According to Elijah Andersona central
theme of black life in America is the interplay between the large fraction of the
community with middle-class values that emphasize the work ethic and those
with "street values" that emphasize the returns to hustling. Second, the
assumption of well-formed preferences misses the factors involved in the
formation of values. Anderson and William Julius Wilson have emphasized the
role of community leaders in instilling the work ethic in youth, by their example of
hard work and with their fund of homilies for the ready listeners from their own
families and from others.21 In former times these leaders would not only lecture
the children of the community; they would also discipline them (including children
who were not their own). Both Anderson and Wilson lament the flight of the black
middle class from the inner city. Now, they say, the black middle class who
remain preach their message warily, because they are prepared for the disdain of
their young listeners who see the meager returns from low-wage jobs as offering
little hope of achieving middle-class status and are attracted by the fast (but
fleeting) bucks of the drug-dealing gangs. This demographic shift affects the
willingness of community members to cooperate with the police. Furthermore,
youth are less resistant to joining gangs; and having joined, they have less
inhibition against crime and feel less shame from incarceration.

Government
The third protagonist in our drama is the government, which determines
the procedures whereby offenders are apprehended, indicted, sentenced,
punished, and paroled. The government also sets the budgets for the police and
other law enforcement agencies and determines the penalties for various
offenses.
We shall view the government as pursuing two goals: keeping crime low
and holding spending down. It needs to strike a balance between them, A more
general (perhaps more realistic) account would describe the government's
actions in more detail. It would allow for the possibility of payoffs between the
gangs and government agents who in theory are their monitors.

A Model of Gang Behavior
In the following pages we verbally describe a formal model that
systematically characterizes the factors affecting the behavior of each of the
three main protagonists in the drama of inner-city crime—communities, gangs,
and government. The purpose is to explore how the interactions among these
groups determine the level of crime and to pinpoint the parameters critical to the
outcome. A technical appendix provides a mathematical presentation of the
model and its solution.

The Community
Figure 7-1 shows the four factors that we assume affect the willingness of
community members to reveal information to the police:

fear of retaliation, the likely consequences of a weakening of the local gang,
perceptions about the fairness of penalties, and attitudes toward the police.
The community's fear of gang reprisals is the first factor limiting its
willingness to cooperate in law enforcement. This fear of retaliation lowers
cooperation more, the greater the severity of retaliation and the higher the
probability that it occurs. We initially assume that there is a fixed probability of
retaliation and later discuss the more realistic possibility that the probability of
retaliation is proportional to the benefits derived from crime.
The concern of community members with the impact of revelation on the
level of crime in the neighborhood is a second factor affecting the community's
willingness to cooperate. The expected gain to members of the community from
cooperation with the police depends on how the level of crime, with the
community under the control of the current gang, compares with the level of
crime in other, similar neighborhoods. Community members might reason that, if
their local gang is eliminated or seriously weakened, the neighborhood will fall
prey to outside gangs. The community will be disinclined to cooperate if the local
gang is perceived as less destructive than gangs in other neighborhoods and
more inclined to cooperate if local crime exceeds that in other communities. If
increasing crime outside the neighborhood raises the tolerance of the community
for local crime, the potential exists for an upward spiral of crime over the longer

term.
The community's perception of the fairness of the criminal justice system is
a third influence on the community's willingness to cooperate with police.
Community members are assumed to be less willing to cooperate the higher the
gap, positive or negative, between the penalties leveled against offenders and
those considered fair by the community. Thus, if penalties are either too low or
too high, observers of crimes are less likely to reveal information to the police.
Finally, the community's attitudes toward the police and, more generally,
the social norms of the community concerning cooperation with the criminal
justice system affect cooperation. In middle-class communities, where attitudes
toward police tend to be positive, strong norms for the reporting of crime exist
and revelation may even be considered therapeutic. In poor neighborhoods,
however, the police play an ambiguous role, preserving some modicum of order
but also imprisoning members of the community, sometimes unfairly.
Figure 7-1 omits the level of monitoring by law enforcement, which affects
the community's willingness to cooperate ambiguously. On the one hand, higher
monitoring raises the community's willingness to report, because with higher
police expenditure there is a greater chance that information that is revealed will
lead to a conviction. On the other hand, higher monitoring may discourage
reporting if penalties are considered unfair, because information that is revealed
may lead to the imposition of an unfair penalty. We discuss below the
consequences of this potential dependence of reporting on the level of
monitoring.
Faced with these factors, the representative community member must
decide whether to cooperate or not. Under simplifying assumptions (specifically,
a linear utility function), as the level of crime increases there is a critical level of
crime where the representative community member switches from
noncooperation to cooperation. We call this critical point the
cooperation/noncooperation boundary. If community cooperation is needed to
police crime, equilibrium typically occurs on this boundary.22 The gang has an
incentive to commit crime right up to the point where people will cooperate with
the police; but beyond that point, the community will cooperate and crime will not
pay.23

Figure 7-2 shows that gangs determine the number of crimes committed
by comparing the benefits and costs of criminal activity.
The attractiveness of outside economic opportunities is a key determinant
of the costs and benefits of criminal activity. These opportunities differ
systematically between rich and poor neighborhoods. The differential reward to
crime is greater in poor neighborhoods, whose residents earn low rewards from
legitimate economic activities. Similarly, the opportunity cost of incarceration is
lower in poor than in rich neighborhoods. Anderson and Wilson have also
emphasized the lack of norms against incarceration and in favor of the work ethic
in underclass neighborhoods, because of the departure of middle-class leaders.24
Figure 7-2 also shows the factors determining expected penalties. We
assume that the expected penalty, per crime, depends on three factors: the jail
term (punishment) exacted; the expenditures on monitoring; and the cooperation
of the community.
Gangs choose the level of crime subject to the behavior of the
community.25 For sufficiently high values of monitoring and punishments, gangs
optimize by pushing the community to its limits of tolerance—on the
cooperation/noncooperation boundary. Any higher level of crime would trigger
the community's cooperation, resulting in expected penalties so great that crime
would have a negative return. Any lower level of crime is suboptimal. Without the
cooperation of the community, no penalties can be exacted on the gang, and
additional crimes create benefits for the gang without imposing costs.26

Figure 7-3 illustrates how the level of crime is determined by the gang.
The broken line in figure 7-3 shows how the gang's total payoff from crime
varies with the level of crime, under the simplifying assumptions made in the
appendix to this chapter. For sufficiently low levels of crime the community will
not cooperate with the police, so crime goes unpunished. Under these conditions
crime pays and the total reward to crime is proportional to the amount committed.
As crime rises, however, the community's willingness to cooperate
increases. Eventually, under our assumptions, there comes a point where the
community switches from being uncooperative to being cooperative with the
police. This is just at the cooperation/noncooperation boundary mentioned
above. At this point, there is a discrete drop in the gang's payoff since at this
point the police can exact criminal penalties. In the scenario depicted in figure
7-3, the gang's net benefits become negative at this critical point. And for
increases in crime beyond this critical point, figure 7-3 shows the gang's net
benefit declining even further. This result assumes that there is sufficient

monitoring that, with community cooperation with the police, crime does not pay.
Faced with the payoff function shown in figure 7-3, criminal gangs rationally
choose to commit crimes at the level that is on the cooperation/noncooperation
boundary.27

Community Norms and Crime Fighting Strategies
Our model can be used to ask what strategies the government should
optimally pursue to control crime given that law enforcement is costly and, at
least in the short run, community values must be taken as given. In other words,
we can solve our model for the optimal incentive scheme that the principal (the
government) should create to control the agent (the gang) given the attitudes of
the community (the observer) and the behavior of the community and the gangs.
The optimal strategy to fight crime, and the resulting amount of crime consistent
with this strategy, depends on five key parameters: the social cost of crime, the
cost of monitoring, neighborhood income, the fair punishment norm, and the
community's reporting propensity. The community's reporting propensity
depends, in turn, on community norms concerning cooperation with law
enforcement efforts, the severity and probability of retaliation against informants,
and the level of crime outside the neighborhood. The first three parameters
represent factors that have been emphasized in previous economic models of
crime and punishment. The last two parameters represent the innovation of this
paper.
Table 7-1 summarizes the implications of our model. This table shows how
changes in each of the five key parameters affect crime, punishment, and the law
enforcement effort, when the government is pursuing the socially optimal
strategy. The first column of table 7-1 shows the qualitative response of crime to
its key determinants, with socially optimal punishments and monitoring. As would
be expected, crime is higher the lower its social cost and the higher the cost of
law enforcement. Neighborhood income also matters: poor neighborhoods will
experience more crime than rich ones because the reward to gang activity will be
higher in areas where outside

opportunities are poorer, and it simply does not pay to fully offset this higher
incentive for crime with higher monitoring expenditure, although, as table 7-1
shows, monitoring levels would be higher in these poorer neighborhoods. This
column also shows the sensitivity of crime to community attitudes: greater
willingness of the community to report crimes and higher community norms
concerning fair punishments contribute to a reduction in crime. Indeed, with
sufficiently high norms for cooperation, a crime-free outcome may be attained.
The second column of table 7-1 shows that community attitudes also
influence the cost of crime control. Other things equal, less money needs to be
spent on law enforcement, and tougher penalties are possible, the higher are
community reporting propensities and norms concerning fair punishments.
The third column of table 7-1 shows the qualitative impact of traditional
economic factors and community norms on optimal punishments. In our model
punishments are assumed, for simplicity, to be costless for the government to
impose. Nevertheless, the optimal crime-fighting strategy does not call for
punishments at infinitely high levels. The logic for this result is simply that such
high penalties would be considered unfair: in response, the community would
withhold its cooperation from the police and crime would rise, rather than fall. In
many situations, the optimal punishment under our assumptions is whatever
penalty the community considers fair. In some cases the government may find it
optimal to set penalties a bit in excess of the levels deemed fair by the
community in order to economize on costly monitoring expenditures. But any

such violation of community standards is costly in that it lowers community
cooperation with the police, enabling the gangs to engage in more crime without
triggering community cooperation with the police.28 The presumption in criminal
cases that guilt must be established beyond a reasonable doubt is typically
rationalized as a way of protecting the rights of innocent citizens against the
state. Extending the logic of our model with respect to punishments, it is apparent
that such a stringent criterion for conviction may actually serve to lower crime.
Court decisions that are considered unfair could easily undermine the perceived
legitimacy of the judicial system, thereby compromising the willingness of the
public to cooperate with the police. In effect, fair rules that protect the rights of
the innocent, (I like fair punishments, may increase the willingness of the
community to cooperate in the law enforcement effort.
Our concern with the willingness of observers to reveal information applies
to more than cops and robbers in the U.S. inner city; A the role of informants in
altering the structure of principal-agent interactions is crucial in other contexts.
For example, sociologists beginning with Max Weber have described purpose,
hierarchy, rules, authority, career paths, and decision-making in bureaucracies.
Weber argued that the bureaucratic form of organization was widely adopted
because it used information efficiently.29 While economic models of information
afford insight into such characteristics as the hierarchical structure of
bureaucracies, there is no obvious informational interpretation of why, in
bureaucracies,30 decisionmaking procedures should have the "rule of law as [an]
ideal."31 In our model the rule of law is an ideal because well-known and fairly
applied procedures maximize the willingness of members of the community
of potential observers to reveal their information. Thus something approximating
the rule of law is informationally efficient.
Our model takes societal norms as given, but policies to alter such
attitudes provide a potentially potent strategy for controlling crime. Previous
economic models have viewed punishments and Gang Behavior, Law
Enforcement and community Values 191 monitoring as the important tools for
fighting crime. This model points out that there are additional tools for fighting
crime: policies monitoring as the important tools for fighting crime. This model
points out that there are additional tools for fighting crime: policies that affect
community willingness to report crimes, community norms for fairness of
punishment, and community tolerance for crime will also influence crime.
Expenditures directed at altering these other variables that enter our model may
prove more cost- effective than direct expenditures on monitoring or longer jail
sentences. These conclusions will come as no surprise to sociologists nor,
perhaps, to the authorities who deal with crime on a day-to-day basis, but they
may be very important for public policyrnakers, who need to understand why
bricks and sticks may be self-defeating.

Long-Run Consequences of Changing Norms
In a recent interview, Los Angeles County Sheriff Sherman Block
expressed fears about the long run: "If we don't make a dramatic change in our
value system, in our cultural approach, in our return to a concept of individual
accountability, then I really fear for the future. Because what I see happening,
and what scares me more than anything, is not merely the level of violence, but
the level of tolerance for violence that is developing."32 Sheriff Block sees an
ever-increasing norm for violence leading to ever-higher levels of crime. Our
model illustrates the logic of this concern.
In modeling the short-run determination of crime in a single community, we
took as given average crime in nearby communities, which conditions the
expectations of community members about how the destruction of the local gang
would influence crime in the neighborhood. In our model, community members
assume that if the local gang is destroyed the neighborhood will not become
crime free; rather, other gangs, similar to those in nearby neighborhoods, would
dominate the local neighborhood, and crime would approach levels elsewhere.
Thus, the community's tolerance for the local gang, in our model, depends on
whether its behavior is better or worse than average. Over the longer run,
however, the level of crime considered normal will change, rather than remaining
fixed, and the level of crime in one community influences the expectation of crime
in its neighbors. High crime outside the neighborhood raises the local
community's tolerance of gang violence; high crime in the local neighborhood
induces greater criminal activity in neighboring territories.
When one neighborhood's tolerance for crime depends on the actual levels
of crime in other neighborhoods, there is clear potential for escalating levels of
crime over the longer term. Indeed, under the simple assumptions of our model,
a vicious upward spiral of crime is a distinct possibility. Suppose that the
individual neighborhood we have modeled is surrounded by many identical
communities. Further, assume that actual crime in each community at a given
time depends on the "expected level of crime" in neighboring communities
because higher outside levels of crime diminish community willingness to
cooperate in the law enforcement effort. Finally, assume that the expected level
of crime gradually changes based on actual experience. Our model generates
the extreme outcome that, over time, the level of crime will spiral upward indefinitely in the absence of sufficiently strong reporting norms. With sufficiently
weak reporting norms, Sheriff Block's fears are realized."33
This simple model could be modified in four realistic directions. First, the
set of factors assumed to influence community reporting behavior could be
expanded to include the possibility that a higher probability of apprehension of
offenders will raise the willingness of the community to supply information. This
provides a new rationale for law enforcement expenditures: since the chance of
catching criminals rises with the level of monitoring, higher monitoring

expenditures raise community cooperation besides directly raising the cost of
criminal activity to gang members.
Another alteration of the model takes into account the possibility that the
gangs' incentives for retaliation depend on the profits they are making from their
criminal activities. If the probability of retaliation in our model is proportional to
these profits the model is apt to generate two possible outcomes—what
economists call dual equilibria.34 With a sufficiently large initial level of crime, the
odds of retaliation are very high, and the community will be unwilling to report. As
discussed earlier, crime then spirals upward, without bound in our model. In
contrast, if crime is initially sufficiently low, the rewards from retaliation are small
and the probability of retaliation is low, so that the community is more willing to
cooperate with the police. There is then the chance that the system converge to
a crime-free, long-run equilibrium. Thus, as Anderson and Wilson have
emphasized, the norms of the community toward crime (and the work ethic) are
extremely important in determining how much crime will occur in the long run.
A third alteration of the model may also lead to dual equilibria. Suppose
that the willingness of members of the community to report crime depends on the
probability of apprehension, which depends in turn on the willingness of other
community members to report. If potential informants believe the police will be
ineffective, and derive little pleasure from cooperation for its own sake, no one
will inform; as a consequence, the police are ineffective and crime is infinite.
Alternatively, if potential informants believe that the police will be effective and
therefore are willing to inform, the police are effective and, with sufficiently high
reporting norms, neighborhoods are crime free.
An example dramatically illustrates the existence of such dual equilibria. In
a study of the Mafia in Sicily, Anton Blok found that the three major protagonists
were the landless or almost landless peasants (the community of observers), the
absentee landowners, who lived in Palermo (the principals), and their overseers,
who were Mafia members (the agents).35 The landowners faced the problem that
if they did not appoint strong and violent men as their overseers, other strong and
violent men would raid their holdings and rustle their cattle. Thus landlords had
an incentive to appoint members of the Mafia as overseers. In turn these Mafia
members had agreements, sometimes as the result of formal meetings,
regarding which lands were in the hands of which members and were therefore
not to be raided. If an overseer began to get into trouble with the law, the
landowners would protect their own overseers because the landowners needed
the support of their overseers against outsiders. The peasants, who were aware
of the crimes committed by the overseers, maintained silence, except in rare
instances of unusual personal harm, when their desire for retribution was
overwhelming. Cooperation with the authorities would have been
ineffective—because of the landowners' influence on the court on behalf of their
overseers—and also dangerous—because the overseers would take reprisals.
The existence of dual equilibria is demonstrated by the complete loss of

control of the Mafia in 1924 after a vigorous prosecutor used an "anti-conspiracy"
law and rounded up the local Mafia in large groups.
A new equilibrium was established in which the landowners were happy
without their Mafia overseers because the overseers had been taking more than
their share of rent for protection as well as overseeing services. The peasantry
were also happy with this outcome because they had suffered from the Mafia's
impoverishing demands. In the absence of the Mafia the peasants were not
afraid of informing about the odd crime that occurred. The system, however,
reverted immediately to the pre-1924 equilibrium after the Allied invasion in 1943.
Again the landlords were afraid of raids from the outside and felt that violent
overseers constituted better protection than distant and ineffective courts.
A fourth modification of the model results in the possibility of dual equilibria
for yet another reason. Community willingness to cooperate depends on the
fairness of police procedures; and the fairness of police procedures, in turn,
depends on the cooperation of the community with the police, because, with
cooperation, it is easier to distinguish between the guilty and the innocent. There
is thus the possibility that inner-city neighborhoods may be caught in a
crime-ridden equilibrium in which the innocent are punished along with the guilty
and, because this occurs, the community resents and frustrates the police.

Control over Territory
Our model of the determination of crime in inner-city neighborhoods takes
as given the boundaries of each gang's territory. We have not thus far addressed
the question of what determines the size of gangs and their territorial boundaries.
This question is important, since much of the violent crime involving gangs is
concerned with fighting over territorial boundaries. Insofar as these fights are for
economic reasons, because of the gains from control of territory, a model of the
economic behavior of gangs should explain territorial domain.
Gangs have the opportunity to control more territory by enlarging the size
of their membership and fighting for marginal territory that their boundaries. If
economic considerations alone determine gang activity, gangs would choose
their size and boundaries by weighing the rewards from monopolizing crime in a
larger territory against the cost of acquiring that territory and dividing the
monopoly rents among a larger membership. The marginal cost of acquiring new
turf may rise with the size of the territory. Larger memberships are more difficult
to coordinate, and territory more distant from the gang's clubhouse is more
difficult (requires more men) to control.
An increase in the reward to crime owing, say, to an increase in the
demand for drugs or a reduction in their cost, raises the reward to territorial
expansion and thus leads to more strife among gangs. Taking the sizes of other
gangs as given, each gang has an incentive to increase the size of its own
membership to fight for marginal territory. This yields one economic explanation

why the discovery of crack has resulted in a considerable increase in gang
violence and death.36
Increased revenues from the sale of drugs may also produce escalating
violence through another channel: with higher incomes, gang members are able
to buy fancier guns and cars (which are used as tanks), thus enlarging and
increasing the violence of their "games" against their enemies. Although we have
argued that gang members weigh costs and benefits rationally in their pursuit of
crime, considerable evidence shows that some fighting occurs simply for the thrill
of it. This attitude is reflected in Bing's report of a "Gang Class" at Camp
Kilpatrick, a Los Angeles youth correction camp.37 The counselor asked the boys
to name good reasons to kill someone. Thirty-seven reasons were named. The
first of these, reflecting the capture-the-flag-with-guns nature of gang wars, was
"For the f… of it." Greg Davis (street name Batman and one of the last surviving
founders of the Crips), commenting on the fragility of the recent truce between
the Bloods and Crips in Los Angeles, noted, "A lot of us been doing this for years
and don't want it to stop. We're killing each other off and a lot of us don't really
care. A lot of these brothers thrill on this violence!"38

Conclusion
This paper has developed a model of crime and punishment in which the
willingness of community members who are observers of much crime—to report
what they know, is central to the success of law enforcement. The dependence
of crime and punishment on the behavior of anonymous observers highlights the
importance of community norms in the determination of crime and suggests that
nontraditional strategies for crime prevention-measures other than increasing
expenditures on police or imposing tougher jail sentences on the convicted-may
have high payoffs. We have in mind social programs aimed at strengthening
such value-building community institutions as churches and parent support
groups, promotion of community grass roots efforts to organize citizen patrols
and neighborhood cleanups, and also a return to a strategy of community
policing with the objective of improving rapport between police and local
community members.39 Moreover, the model points to the possibility that the
traditional tools for crime control-more police cars cruising the neighborhood and
longer jail sentences-wrongly applied, will be counterproductive because they
undermine community norms for cooperation with the police.
In Pride and Prejudice, Mr. Bennett observed: “For what do we live but to
make sport for our neighbors and to laugh at them in our turn?” 40 This chapter
shows that this interest in the neighbors must be harnessed for the control of
crime.

Appendix

The printed version includes an appendix that describes the mathematical model
discussed in the text.
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